
· Nos. 2L and 2LB 
Surface Grinding Machines 




THESE machines are designed and built for efficient surface 

grinding with precision and fine finish on small and medium

size work. Sturdy and durable, yet with a sensitiveness that permits 

easy working to close tolerances, they give economical performance 
on all toolroom and production surface grinding within their 

capacity range. The convenient location of all controls and ad

justments permits rapid set-up and provides exceptional ease and 

efficiency of operation, enabling the operator to maintain maximum 

production with minimum fatigue. High-quality materials and 

skilled workmanship give long-term safety to an investment in 
these machines. Among the many features are the following

• 	 Convenient controls - for fast and accurate manipu
lation. 

• 	 Two ra tes of table feed (2L Mach ine ) -19 ft. or 31 ft. 
per minute. A convenient lever permits operator to 
readil y select rate to suit the nature of the work. 

• 	 Precision wheel spindle provides exceptional grinding 
finish with quick spark-out. Choice of interchangeable 

flange-mounted cartridge type units - permanently 

sealed , grease lubricated anti friction bearing unit or 
close-fitting plain bearing unit. 

• 	 Full automatic lubrication and strategically-placed 
dust guards reduce maintenance cost and extend ma

chine life. 

• 	 Rigid column construction . 

• 	 Electrical controls enclosed In separate compartment. 

No. 2L Surface Grinding Machine 





SPECIFICATIONS 

No. 2L Surface Grinding Machine 

Automatic Lubrication 

CAPACITY TABLE 
Grinds work to 18" long, 6" wide and 101/2" high Working surface .. . 18" x 6" 

(with 7" diam. wheel). Number ofT-slots .. . 3 
Vertical adjustment of wheel. . ...... 10%" 

DRIVE 
With motor in base 

Spindle and table driven by constant·speed 
motor 11/2 H.P. 

With motorized spindle 
Spindle driven by constant-speed motor on 

back of wheel spindle slide .. 1 H.P. 
Ta ble driven by constant-speed motor in 

base .. 1.4 H.P. 

SPINDLE 
Removable-unit flange-type. 
Either antifriction-bearing or plain-bearing unit avail

able as standard equipment. 
Speed (full load), when driven from 

motor in base. 
(optional when specified. 

Speed (full load), when driven by 60 
cycle direct-coupled motor on back of 
wheel spindle slide .. 

Takes straight wheels 7" diameter, 1/2" 
thick with 11,4" hole. 

Lubrication 

3200 R.P.M. 
2750 R.P.M.) 

3450 R.P.M. 

Width of T-slots . 1/2" 

FEEDS 
Longitudinal 

Power or hand. 
Power feed of 19 ft. per min. or 31 ft. per min. selected 

by lever. 
One revolution of handwheel moves table approxi

mately 2". 
Transverse 

Power or hand. 
Any desired amount of power feed from 0.01 " to 0.09" 

available at each or alternate reversals of power 
longitudinal travel. 

Handwheel graduated to 0.001 ". 
Vertical 

By handwheel graduated to 0.0005". 
One revolution of handwheel moves grinding wheel 

0.050". 

LUBRICATION 
Automatic. 

STANDARD EQUIPMENT 
Wheel truing fixture; wheel sleeve; wheel sleeve puller ; 

7" diameter , liz" thick, 

Machine with Motor in Base includes motor for Machine with Motorized Spindle includes spindle 
driving spindle and table, and driving belt. driving motor, table driving motor and table driving belt. 

Antifriction-bearing unit ... ......... sealed straight grinding wheel, 

Plain-bearing unit . . ....... constant level oiler 11/1 " hole; set of wrenches. 


WEIGHTS AND 
SHIPPING DATA 

Net Weight, 
Lbs. (Approx.) 

Domestic Shipping 
Weight, Lbs. (Approx.) 

Foreign Shipping 
Weight , Lbs. (Approx. ) 

Dimensions for 
Shipment , Inches 

Space 
Occupied, 

Cu.Ft. 

No. 2L Machine fitted 
with motor in base 1700 2100 2250 55 x 39 x 76 94 

No. 2L Machine fitted 
with motorized spindle 1650 2075 2225 55 x 43 x 76 104 

Machines with handwheels graduated in millimeters, and metric 
screws for vertical and transverse movements, can be furnished. 

- Optional Mechanism and Additional Equipment 
A variety of extras is available at additional cost for use with this machine. These items, listed below, are illustrated 

and clescribed in detail on pages 10 to 15 of this circular. 

Spindle Power Down-Feed Magnetic Chucks High Speed Surface Grinding Attachment 
Arrangement 

Exhaust Attachment Continuous Radius and Tangent 
No. 21 Flanged Vise Wheel Truing Attachment 

No.1 Adjustable Vise 
Exhaust Nozzle 

Radius and Angle Wheel Truing Attachment 

No.2 Adjustable Swivel Vise Wet Grinding Attachment Over-The-Wheel Truing Attachment 

4i Inch Index Centers Castered Base Cool Wheel Grinding Arrangement 



(With Hand Feeds Only)No. ·2LB Surface Grinding lVlachine 
(Automatic Lubrication) 

The specifi.cations for this machine are the same as those for the No. 2L machine 
except for the following items, and omitting the paragraph headed "Speeds": 

SPECIFICATIONS 

FEEDS 
Longitudinal 

Bv handwheeL One revolution of handwheel moves 
ta~ble approximately 2". 

Transverse 
By handwheel graduated to 0.001". 

Vertical 
By handwheel graduated to 0.0005". 
One revolution of handwheel moves grinding wheel 

0.050". 

DRIVE 
With motor in ba,e 

Spindle driven by constant-speed motor. 1~/2 H.P. 
With motorized spindle 

Spindle driven by constant-speed motor on 
back of wheel spind Ie slide. 1 H.P. 

STANDARD EQUIPMENT 
Same as that listed on page 2 for the No. 2L machine 
with the following exceptions: 
Machine with Motor in Base includes motor and 

spindle driving belt. 
Machine with Motorized Spindle includes motor. 

WEIGHTS AND SHIPPING DATA 
The weights are approximately 100 Ibs. less than those 
listed above for the No. 2L machine; the shipping dimen
sions are identical to those listed above. 

Additional equipmcnt, available at extra cost, is the same as that listed on page 2 for the No. 2L machine. 
(The Spindle Power Down-Feed Arrangement is not applicable to the No. 2LB machine.) 

lVlachine Dimensions 
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No. 2L Machine 
(Automatic Lubric.ation) 

Handwheel, graduated to half-thousandths 
1 of an inch, provides easy and accurate ver

tical adjustment of spindle head. 

Sight indicator. in bracket behir.d hane!
2: wheel, for automatic oiling system lubri

cating all moving parts and adjustable 
surfaces. 

Removable-unit-lype spindle  antifriction
3 bearing or plain-bearing type, reae!ily inter

changeable. Heavy wheel guard has remov
a ble cover. 

Table reversing mechanism operated through
4 lever shown; either manually, or automati

cally by adjustable table dogs. 

Adjustable dogs permit stopping power
S movements automatically at any desired 

point in each direction of cross feed. 

Starting lever ane! trip lever start and stop 
both longitudinal and transverse power

6 movements. Turning lever at front to right 
starts power feed; depressing le"cr at right 
stops feed instantly. 

7 Start-stop push button switch and electrical 
control compartment conveniently located. 

Large base compartment has shel f for 
mounting driving motor for spinJle and 

8 table_ Whcn machine has motorizeJ spindle, 
provides handy storage space for tools and 
accessories. 

9 
Longitudinal table handwheel conveniently 
located and easily operated. Can be posi
tively disengaged when power travel is nsed. 

10 
Adjustable stops provide for any cross feed 
from 0.01" to 0.09" (or zero feed) at either 
end of table travel. Knob in center dis
engages cross feed mechanism for mannal 
operation. 

9 

8 -----=----:'~ 

Versatile 

Simple 

Efficient and 

Easy to Operate 

Automatic 
Lubrication 

Table ways completely guarded from 
abrasive dust. Carriage and upright ways11 similarly protected. 

Graduated handwheel permits rapid and
12 ,,,:curate transverse adjustment. 

Elevating mechanism completely en· 
closed. Adequate protection of all vital 13 parts prevents undue wear. 

Sturdy uprights give rigidity and accu·
14 racy of wheel alignment. 

On machine with motor in base (as 
illustrated), weighted idler pulley be·15 hind cover maintains tension in spindle 
belt for all positions of wheel spindle. 

Automatic oiling system. Functions 
whether machine is operated manually16 
or by power. 

Heavy carriage provides firm support for 
table. Ways accurately scraped for pre·17 
cision alignment. Protected by guards. 



/ 

No. 2LB 

Surface Grinding Machine 


With Hand Feeds Only 

(Automatic Lubrication) 

THIS machine. shown at left. is the same as the No. 2L 
i\'Jachine except that the power feeds are omitted. The 

No. 2LB Machine is admirably suited for toolroom opera
tions and a variety of production work where power feeds 

are not used even when available. The same in-built sturdi

ness and accuracy of construction permit a quality of work 

equal to that obtained on the No. 2L. A compartment 

in the base pro\'icle~ storage space for attachments and 
accessories. 

(BelolV-No. 2L Machine with Motorized Spindle) 

(Abovp-No. 2LB iHac-hint') 

Machines with 
Motorized Spindle 

MACHI!\'ES fitted with motorized ~pindle have the 
spindle motor mounted on the back of the wheel 

spindle slide and connected by a vibration-dampening 
coupling directly to the spindle, as illustrated below and at 
right. The drawing below shows the antifriction-bearing 
spindle unit; the plain-bearing spindle is driven by the 
same arrangement. Ways and mechanism are completely 
guarded. Table drive for the No. 2L Machine is by belt 
from a motor mounted on a swinging bracket in the base. 



A bove-Power feed controls as seen from 
right front of machine. This view shows the 
table dogs and reversing lever, and the trip· 
ping mechanism at right side of machine for 
automatically stopping power feeds at any 
point in either direction of cross feed. 

Below-Table and cross feed handwheels 
are grouped for convenient manual opera· 
tion. Plunger knob , which may be seen 
through the upper left sec tor of the table 
handwheel , permits positive disengagement 
of the handwheel for safety dnring power 
table travel. 

Table and Carriage Power 
Movements Controlled ' 
Automatically or by Hand 

... LL power movements of the table and carriage 
J-l. are started and stopped by the starting lever 
and trip lever conven iently located at the right front 
and right side respectively, of the machine. 

A quarter-turn of the starting lever to the right 
engages a reversing clutch to start the power table 
movement. When the cross feed mechanism is 
engaged, power cross feed too will operate, on 
reversal of the table, as described below. 

Adjustable table dogs operating against the revers
ing lever regulate the length of table travel. A section 
in the end of this lever can be swung back to allow 
movement of the table beyond the limits set by the 
dogs. This same lever permits time-saving manual 
reversal on work of irregular shape. 

Downward movement of the trip lever releases 
the starting lever, which snaps back to Stop posi
tion , instantly stopping all power movements of the 
table and carriage. Adj ustable dogs on the right 
side of the machine act on the trip lever to stop the 
machine at any desired point in the automatic cross 
feed . 

Manual and Automatic 
Cross Feed Controls 
Conveniently Located 

THE longitudinal table handwheel and cross 
feed handwheel are conveniently located respec

tively at the left and cen ter of the front of the 
machine. The table hand wheel is held positively 
engaged or disengaged by a spring plunger; while 
power cross feed is disengaged (to permit manual 
cross feed) by putting the cross feed directional 
control lever (in back of cross feed handwheel) in 
neutral position. 

Between the two hand wheels is the automatic 
cross feed unit , which provides for transverse feeds 
of 0.01" to 0.09" on reversal of the tabl e. This is a 
friction-type mechanism which ca n be set to feed 
the full amount at both ends of the table travel or 
any part of it at either end; or, if desired, cross feed 
may take place at only one end of the table travel. 
The amount of feed is selected by two stops on the 
graduated plate or dial; while direction of feed is 
con trolled by the lever in back of the cross feed 
handwheel. 

A knurled knob in the center of the dial engages 
or releases the cross feed mechan ism ; and when the 
mechanism is disengaged, longitudinal table move
ment may be used without possibility of the auto
matic cross feed operating. 



'Choice of . Two Types of 
Spindle Unit, Antifriction
Bearing and Plain-Bearing 
Antifriction-Bearing Unit: The spindle in thi s Ulllt I ~ 
mounted on superprecision , preloaded anti friction bear
ings a t both front and rear with end thrust taken in both 
direction~ . Grease lubrication is used and th e spindle's 
cool running temperature is quickly rea ched. The unit is 
sealed and requires no additional lubri cation or adjust
ment after it leaves the factor y. As dirt cannot enter past 
the seal thi s spindle has a long trouble-free life. 

Plain-Bearing Unit: The spindle in this unit has un
usuall y small clearance ill its boxes, which practicall y 
eliminates radial pla y and cuts spark-out time to a mini
mum . The extra li ght spindle oil used results in low 
running temperature, quickl y reached after ,tarting. 

Above - Antifric ti on·B earing Spindle Unil 

Automatic lubrication is provided by a rotatin g pump unit 
integ ral with the spindle. A constant level oiler supplies 
o il to a reserv o ir in the spindle unit. Provision is made 
for quickly removing end play without removing the 
spindle unit, through spring take-up controlled by a screw 
clamp which serves as a positi ve lock. 

Drive for either spindle is by endless fabri c belt on 
lI1ach ines having the motor in the base, or by a motor 
connec ted by a vibration-dampening coupling directlv to 
th e spindle 011 machines havillg a moto rized spindlE'. 

Electrical Controls Conform with 

Machine Tool Electrical Standards 


THE electrical controls conform with Machine Tool 
Electrical Standards and are mounted in compartment 

at side of machine behind rubber- gasketed hinged cover 
where they are well protected, yet easil y accessible. Ove r
load relavs with manual reset are provided. 

The combination mag netic starter and disconnect switch 
is moullted ill the dust-proof compartment at the right 
side of the machine. The compartment door will not open 
unless the disconnect switch is in th e " off" positi on. 

Ideal for Extra Dusty or Severe Operating Conditions 


I N addition to all their highl y-productive features, these 
machines have two important , built-in features for posi

tive protection against dust, g rit and Ileglect of lubrica tion. 
Full automatic lubrication and strategically-placed dust 
guards reduce maintenance cost and extend machine life. 

All moving parts and adjustable surfaces are automati
cally lubricated by a plunger pump from a reservoir on 
the left side of the base. A convenient sight indicator on 
the side of th e elevating hand wh eel bracket shows th e ope l" 

Delou; alld RighI-Tab le and carriage ways are fli lly pro
tected agai nst a bras ive dust by dust·proo f cover guards. 

ation of the oiling system. The system is arranged so tha t 
all oil must pass through a filter before returning to the 
re:5ervoir. 

Extra precaution has been taken to protect the s liding 
surfaces from dust and dirt. The table ways are complete" 
g uarded and th e ;:: addl e and upright ways are similar" 
protected. 

Its smooth lines ma ke this an easy machine to keep clean. 



- OPTIONAL MECHANISM

Above-View showing Spindle Power 
Down ·feed Arrangement on rnachine. 

Belole-Ta ble revers ing lever in contact 
wilh plunger causes spindle 10 feed down 
prede termined amount. 

Fnrnished at Extra Cost. Must Be Applied to Machine before Shipment from our Factory. 

Spindle Power Down-Feed Arrangement 

T
(For No. 2L Machine Only) 

HIS arrangement provides automatic down·feed of the grind ing wheel 
for such jobs as slot grinding and the grinding of narrow surfaces etc. The 

wheel is fed down each time the longitudinal table movement is reversed . 
Range of feed is adjustable from approximately 0.0002" to 0.003" by increments 
of approximately 0.0002". Feed is automatically stopped at any desired depth 
to 0.040". Wide spaced graduations on the dial behind the vertical feed hand· 
wheel facilitate setting the stop. When it is desired to feed the wheel down 
more than the 0.040" permitted with the automatic stop in position , the stop 
can be swung out of the way and the wheel can be automatically fed any 
amount to 10". Provision is made to make the arrangement inoperative, thus 
allowing the machine to be operated in the normal manner. 

A 75 R.P .M. synchronous induction motor provides the power for this unit. 
The table reversing lever, in contact with a plunger (shown in illustration at 
lower left), causes the motor to make one·half a revolution at each table 
reversaL A variable·radius crank on the end of the motor shaft has a scale 
for setting the amount of feed per movement of each pawl (one pawl operates 
at the left end of the table travel, the other at the right end of the table 
travel). This crank is kept from moving, while making adjustment of feed, by 
means of a pin·operated locking device. When it is desired to use vertical 
hand feed, both pawls can be disengaged from the rack by means of a lever. 

Application of this arrangement increases the weight of the machine by 
70 Ibs. (approx.). 

Below-Mechanism shown with guard remol'ed. 

- ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT-
Items Furnished at Extra Cost 

Whpn ordering equipment specify the size, style and serial nllwller of machiue. 

No. 21 Flanged Vise 
2 -;~;" .

T HIS vise can be clamped at right angles or parallel to from bottom of base to top of jail's is 
the wheel spindle. 

Weights (approx.l: net, 21 Ibs.; shipping 26 Ibs.The removable jaws are of tool steel, hardened and 

Dimensions for shipment 16" x 9" x 5".
ground, 4k" wide and Uij" deep, and open 2". Distance 

No. I Adjustable Vise 

T HE vise proper is mounted on a hinged base and can be 
set and clamped at any angle in the vertical plane up to 

90°, a dial graduated to degrees indicating the setting. 
Removable tongues in the base provide for aligning the 
jaws parallel to the table T-slot. 

The removable jaws are of tool steel, hardened and 
ground, 4g" wide and In" deep, and open 2". Distance 
from bottom of base to top of jaws with vise horizontal 
is 4-tIT". 

Weights (approx.): net, 23 Ibs.; shipping, 27 Ibs. 
Dimensions for shipment, 13" x 7" x 6". 



· No.2 Adjustable Swivel Vise 
t HIS vise can be clamped to the lable with the jaws at 

any angle to the table T-slots_ Its rivoted construction 
allows the jaws to be tilted at any angle to 45 0 either side 
of horizontal, a graduated arc indicating the setting to 
degrees_ 

The jaws are of tool steel, hardened, 5" wide, 1" deep 
and open 2f'. Distance from bottom of base to top of 
jaws with jaws horizontal, 4". 

Weights (approx.): net, 30 Ibs.; shipping, 36 Ibs. 
Dimensions for shipment. 13" x 12" x 5". 

41 Inch Index Centers 

P ERMITIING exact indexing of the more common 
circumferential spacings, the Index Centers greatl y 

facilitate the grinding of taps, reamers, formed cutters 
and similar work. The centers are quick ly clamped in 
position by T-bolts, and are accurately aligned by tongue~ 
which fit the table T-slots. 

Indexing is rapid and accurate. A spring-loaded locking 
pin (see illustration) and six rows of holes in the face of 
the combined index plate and worm wheel provide for 
indexing all divisions from 2 to 14. and all even nll mber~ 
from 18 to 28. The worm wheel can either be turned by 
worm, or the worm can be thrown out of mesh and the 
wheel turned by hand. Ralio of worm to worm wheel, 75: J. 

Centers swing "41" diameter. Centers have reversible 
tongues for T-slots t" or A" wide. 

Weights (appro x.): net, 12 Ibs.; shipping, 18 Ibs. 
Dimensions for shipment. 13" x 9" x 7". 

'~Raising Blocks, available at extra cost, increase the 
swing to 8". 

Magnetic Chucks 

THE Rectangular Model Permanent Magnet 
Chucks provide a quick, easy means of holding a 

variety of ferrous work for surface grinding, and for bench 
work and inspection purposes as well. The chuck uses no 
electric current; hence wiring, switches, generators, etc. 
are not required. The special-alloy magnets maintain their 
strong holding power indefinitely, and the chuck can be 
left "on" as long as desired without heating. Amount of 
holding power is controlled by an easily operated lever. 
Auxiliary top plates, for the two larger size chucks, are 
available to permit holding smaller work than can usually 
be held on chucks of these sizes. 

No. 

408 
412 
510 
618 

Working 

Surface, 

Inches 


4 x 8 
4 x 12 
5~ x 1W 
6~ x 18k 

Magnetic 
Surface, 
Inches 

(Approx.) 

3 x 61 
4 x 12 
3~ x n 
41 x 14ts 

ShippingNet Height 
Weight, Weight,of 

Lbs. Chuck, Lbs. 
(Approx. ) (Approx. )Inches 

26 313i 
54 4 60 

5041 3! 
10487 3~ 

Electromagnetic Chucks and controlling equipmenl 
are also available. Information on applicalion. 

Rectifier, for use with electro-magnetic chuck, is also 
available. Information on application. 

Brown & Sharpe tlI(/~netic Chucks of the Permanent Magnet T~'pe 
are for s(tie only in the Ullited States of America and its Territories, 
ulliess purchased with (/ lIero machine as original equipmellt. 

Below-The No. 403 ch uck (left) i5 511lall and handy. having close pole spacers Ihat make it parliculariy well adapt ed 
to the holding of small work pieces. The No. 412 (center ) has two line pole spacers and is useful for holding rows of 
small paris as well as for paris of mnderate size. The No. 618 ( right) is designed to accommod3te. larger work . 



Exhaust Attachment 


T HIS Attachment removes grit and dust-laden air 
from the region of the grinding operation by suction 

and separates out the foreign matter, leaving the air 
well-cleaned_ 

A motor-driven fan mounted on the separator tank 
draws the dust-laden air through a flexible pipe from 
an exhaust nozzle attached to the wheel guard, and then 
blows it into the spiral separator. As the air whirls 
around the spiral the heavier particles are thrown by 
centrifugal force against deflectors which turn them 
aside into the dust chamber. The air, free of heavy 
particles, then enters the expansion chamber and is 
slowly dispersed over the whole area of the filter , where 
the finer particles are trapped by two viscous-coated 
renewable filter pads. Tests show that this Attachment 
has a separating efficiency of approximately 96o/c. 

The fan is driven by a t H.P. flanged-type motor con
trolled by a starting switch having overload protection. 
(Connections to the switch from the power source will 
be furnished by the purchaser.) The suction hose is 
made of a wire helix embedded in rubber and has a 
fabric covering. The capacity of the Attachment with a 
3600 R.P.M. motor is approximately 230 cu. ft. per 
minute, giving a velocity of approximately 4700 ft. per 
minute through the 3" diameter hose. 

The floor space required for this Attachment is no 
more than that necessary for the longitudinal move
ment of the table, although approximately 14" should 
be allowed behind the machine for the loop in the flexible 
suction hose. 

Weights (approx.) : net, 200 lbs.; shipping, 275 lbs. 
Dimensions for shipment, 24" x 30" x 40". 

Exhaust Nozzle 

For Use with 


Central Plant Exhaust System 


T HE Exhaust Nozzle (not illustrated) is an aid in 
connecting the machine to a central exhaust system. 

A special stud is inc! uded for attaching the nozzle to 
the wheel guard of the machine. Weights (appro x.): 
net, 3 lbs.: shipping, 8 lbs. Dimensions for shipment, 
7" x 8" X 10". 

Wet Grinding Attachment 

CONSTRUCTED of strong, durable material, this 
Attachment requires but little more floor space 

than is needed for the machine alone. 
A splash guard is attached to the regular wheel 

guard , and coolant is supplied to the wheel through a 
nozzle and flexible piping from a t H.P. motor-driven 
centrifugal pump mounted in the supply tank. The 
floor-type tank is of welded steel construction, ade
quately baffled for efficient settling, and has a capacity 
of ] 8 gallons. The coolant is caught in the work tank. 
which is provided with a hood and splash guards, and 
is returned to the supply tank through a flexible dis
charge pipe. The work or fixture is clamped to a 
T-slotted base plate in the work tank. Use of this Attach
ment reduces the vertical ca paci ty of the machine by 1 r. 

Weights (approx.) : net, 160 lbs.; shipping, 310 lbs. 
Dimensions for shipment, 54" x 31" x 22". 



Castered Base 
for Use with Wet Grinding and Exhaust Attachments 

STURDILY constructed of heavy steel and equipped corners formed by the feet of the tank and raises the feet 
with four 3" ball bearing swiveled casters, this base t" from the floor, permitting free movement without 

or dolly provides a ready means of moving the coolant interference. 
tank, or separator tank, to other machines or to a con
venient place for emptying and cleaning. Measuring Weights (approx.): net, 19 lbs.; shipping, 25 Ibs. 
19t" long, ISr wide and 3f' high, it fits well into the Dimensions for shipment, 24" x 17" x 5". 

High Speed Surface Grinding Attachment 

SLOTS and other surfaces which do not permit the use 

of a wheel of large diameter can be rapidly and eco
nomically ground with this Attachment. The Attachment 
is readily applied to the machine, and drives small grind
ing wheels at the necessary high surface speeds. 

Fitting on the machine spindle housing in place of the 
wheel guard, the Attachment can be used in practicall y 
any angular position around the machine spindle. With 
the Attachment spindle in the lowest position, maximum 
vertical distance between center of Attachment spindle and 

top of machine table is 7". The spindle is mounted on two 
pairs of super-precision ball bearings and is driven at 
18,000 R .P .M. by an endless fabric belt from a pulley 
mounted on the machine spindle_ Belt tension adjustment 
is by means of an eccentric sleeve in the Attachment body. 
A hand-engaged plunger for locking the spindle facilitates 
the changing of wheel arbors. 

Wheel arbors and grinding wheels are furnished at extra 
cost, ~tock ~izes being listed below. The exacting limits 
and fine finish demanded of this equipment require extreme 
accuracy in the taper fit between spindle and wheel arbor; 
therefore we strongly recommend that all wheel arbors be 
furnished by us to assure the utmost in precision and finish. 

Wheel Arbors and Grinding Wheels 
Furnished at extra cost 

One Grinding Wheel furnished with each Wheel Arbor 

Arbor 
Number 

Grinding Wheels 

Size, Inches 
Diam. x Thick. x Hole 

Distance, Rear Face 
of Grinding Wheel 

to End of 
Machine Spindle, 

Inches 

2103' 

2105* 
ldxri
~xix-h 

II 
IS 

If. 
2107* ~xixri- 11. 
2109 ~ x t x i If 
2111 I -

H x ~ x ~ 
-

Ii 

'Used with No. 2125 Collet (furnished at extra cost). 

Continuous Radius and Tangent Wheel Truing Attachluent 

THIS attachment is designed to form, with one con machine table by a single T-bolt. Accurate alignment is 
tinuous movement of the diamond , accurate radii on assured by two reversible tOllgUes for T-slots 1" or ft" 

grinding wheels with accurate tangents at either or both wide. These tongues are easily removed when the attach
sides of the radii. Convex radii up to -}", with tangents ment is to be used on a magnetic chuck. 
to r in length in any direction from parallel to the side Detailed specifications on request. 
of the wheel to llO° away from the side, can 
be formed; concave radii from rh " to 1" 
(larger radii with diamonds having longer 
holders than one furnished) , having tangents 
up to -j" long in any direction from 70° to 
180 ° away from the side of the wheel, can 
also be formed. The angles of the tangents are 
independent of each other (on a concave shape 
having a radius over ~ " the included angle 
must be 90° or more). 

Concave radii less than .,p,, " and all concave 
radii f' or less having the included angle of 
the tangents less thal1 90° require diamond 
tools other than the one furnished. 

The attachment is firmly clamped to the 



Radius and Angle Wheel Truing Attachment 


T HIS Attachment provides an accurate and efficient 
means of shaping abrasive wheels, and is particularly 

valuable when grinding such work as lamination dies, flat 
forming tools and other pieces requiring wheels having 
radial or angular faces. By its use, convex or concave 
outlines having radii up to 1", and face angles up to 90

0 

either side of zero: can be formed; and numerous com· 
binations of radial and angular shapes otherwise difficult 
to obtain can easily be developed. 

The base of the Attachment carries a swi"'cl platen. 
upon which is mounted a slide which can be moved longi
tudinall y by handwheel. An upright, integral with the 
slide, holds the cliamond tool and diamond tool setting 
gage; and the diamond tool (not furnished) may be set 
either parallel to the slide (for forming radii) or at right 
angles (for forming angular surfaces ) and clamped in 
position by a locking screw. 

For truing the wheel to the desired angle, the base 
of the Attachment is graduated in degrees to 90 0 each side 
of two opposed zero marks, a clamp screw permitting the 
swivel to be locked in the desired angular position. The 
diamond is passed across the face of the wheel by running 
the slide back and forth by handwheel. For forming 
concave or convex outlines, the diamond point is located 
by means of the diamond tool setting gage ( turned upward 
180 0 from position shown), and the 51 ide is adjusted 
longitudinally to the desired radius as indicated by a scale 
on the slide reading to I" each side of zero by 64ths. 
The slide is locked in position by a clamping screw, and 
the diamond is passed across the wheel by swiveling the 
Attachment on its base to produce the desired form. A gib 
and adjusting screws provide means of compensating for 
wear in the slide. 

An auxiliary base, for use with the Attachment when a 
magnetic chuck is used, is furnished as regular equipment. 

Weights (approx.) : net, 33 Ibs.; shipping: 42 Ibs. 
Dimensions for shipment, 14" x 9" x 11". 
Diamond (mounted ) can be furnished at extra cost. 

Over-The-Wheel Truing Attachment 


T HE Over-The-Wheel Truing Attachment is a device that 
greatly reduces the time and effort required for wheel 

truing. It is designed for use on the majority of everyday 
jobs where the desired grinding results can be obtained 
without mounting the truing diamond on the machine table. 

With this attachment: wheel truing becomes a very 
simple operation. Many time-consuming steps: necessary 
when truing the wheel by the conventional method: are 
eliminated. The diamond is always in position , close to the 

wheel and ready for immediate use: and during the truing 
operation the work piece remains undisturbed benea th the 
wheel. 

When truing the wheeL the hardened stylus at the right 
hand side of the attachment is moved over the hardened 
template ca using the diamond to pass a2ross the top of the 
grinding wheel. The large ball knob makes it easy for the 
operator to move the stylus with a smooth sensitive motion. 
Accurate alignment of the template parallel to the carriage 
ways is readily checked by mOllnting a dial indicator on the 
machine table and moving the table transversely. Any 
adjustment necessary is easily made by means of the two 
screws upon which the template rests. 

The diamond is moved into the wheel by turning the 
knurled knob at the top. After the wheel is trued: the grind
ing wheel is moved down an amount equal to that trued off 
as illdicated bl' the wide-spaced graduations on the scale 
at the top of the attachment. This brings the periphery of 
the grinding wheel into the same position with relation to 
the surface being ground as it \\'as before the wheel was 
trued. The diamond: which contacts the wheel at an angle, 
can be turned to present a new point to the wheel when 
desired . 

Included with this attachment are: (l ) a special wheel 
guard and cover: (2) an exhaust nozzle for use when the 
attachment is used with an Exhaust Attachment: and (3) 
a coolant nozzle and guarcl for use when the attachment is 
used with a Wel Grinding Attachment. 

Weights (approx.) : net: 32 Ibs.; shipping: SO Jbs. 
Dimensio(l s for shipment: 19" x 18" x 12". 

Diamond (approximately one carat ) in mounting is 
available at extra cost. 



Cool Wheel Grinding Arrangeluent 


T HIS arrangement is for use II·here \'olume coo lant i~ 
not des irable. It is of particular I"alue where it is desired 

to use coolant \I"ht> n gr inding sillall areas such as the end ~ 
of punche,," etc. 

\'lith this arrangement coolallt is supplied fr om a tran s
parent, unbreakable plastic reservoir of one gallon capacity. 
1l10unted on the upper left upright of the machine. The 
di!'tributor mounted ahol"e the lI"heel guard. as sholl"n ill 
the illustration at the left. controls the amount of coolant 
fed to the lI"heel. An eas(h' operated lel'er on the side of 
this distributor turns on or shuts off the supp ly. Sepa rate 
knurled knobs control the number of drops of coolant for 
each side of the ",heel. Coolant to ei ther side is regulated 
or stopped independent],· of the AO II" on the opposi te s ide. 

The coo lant is directed to the side!' of the lI'heel c'o~e 
10 the ",het>1 ~1t>t>I " t> . Ht>rt> it i;; drall"n 11\" capi llan" actiol1 

Right. - Coolant is slippli ed 
from transparent, unbreakable 
pla"t ic re,en"oir. 

Be/oil: - Close·up of distributor and 
special wheel guard and co\·e r. 

into Ihe II"heel and is ca rried h, ' centrifugal force to the 
periphery. 

Standard whee ls lI"ith lead cores, mounted on standard 
II heel sleeves, are used after merel)" rem ovi ng that part of 
the blotting-pa per Ila sher. on each side of the ,,"heel. \I'here 
it extends bel"ond the sleeve. \Vheels or lI"hee l sleeves mal" 
he changed II:ithout disturbing an\' adjustments of the Coe;' 
Wheel Grinding Arrangement. Addition of thi s arrange" 
lIlent does not interfere II"ith the use of th t' regular Wet 
Grinding Attachment. 

Included \,ith the Cool Wheel Grinding Arrangement 
are the coolant reseno ir, distrihuto!"' special ",heel gua rd 
and cover. splash guard. and coolant drain cock for the 
end of the tabl e. 

\\'eights (approx. J: ne l, ;"\4 11>5. ; shipping. ')2 'h.-" 
Dimension s for shipment. 22" x 1')" x 12". 



BROWN & SHARPE 

PRODUCTS 


• 

MILLING MACHINES 

Plain • Universal' Omniversal • Vertical' Manufacturing 

GRINDING MACHINES 
Plain' "Cnj\"ersal • Surface ' Face' Cutter and Tool· "Cni\"ersal and Tool 

SCREW MACHINES 
Automati c Automatic Cutting-Off· Halle!0 

PRECISION TOOLS and GAGES 


ELECTRONIC MEASURING EQUIPMENT 


JOHANSSON GAGE BLOCKS 


CUTTERS 


ARBORS, COLLETS and ADAPTERS 


SCREW MACHINE TOOLS 


PERMANENT MAGNET CHUCKS 

Rectangular • Rotan 

VISES 
Plain • Flanged • Swivel • Toolmakers' Universal 

PUMPS 
Geared • Vane • Centrifugal 
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